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by and watch how these puffed-up people offend the supremely powerful GOD, do not bother about Him. St. Michael, the Angels anyway,
in particular those seven around GODs throne, must indeed have a
seal that they do not lash out. GOD has sealed them yet. Nevertheless, I earnestly ask you to invoke Michael, but not for yourselves. I
can hardly describe Archangel Michael. On the one hand, he is really
a man, but I do not mean a man according to gender, but as a man
should be. On the other hand, he is also a general. When he comes
or speaks, you hear that something powerful approaches. You hear
how the Angels are enthusiastic  his stride gives incredible courage.
You have to admit, a supreme power arrives because when Michael
once came down in the Old Testament, the sea surged upwards and
the earth shook violently. And then there is the other image: he is so
normal, so humble, so kindly. Indeed, they are inhabitants of Heaven.
Amen!
Excerpt from the sermon of 21 February 2016

GODs Incomprehensible Love
Abuse of Children
My beloved, I can keep talking and talking, I simply cannot bring
what I feel. I tell you that we cannot begin to imagine this love of
GOD! If only just a little ray, a tiny little ray of this love were broken
off  if you want to put it like that , you would die here on earth
out of longing for the whole. That is GOD! And to be separated
from Him, because one has offended Him !

The Tramp

Be blessed by GOD TRINITY,
the 9 FATHER and the 9 SON
and the 9 HOLY GHOST. Amen!
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If I look into the world now  I am speaking as Instrument of GOD
, over 80% of the people, were they to die now, would be lost,
damned. Can I still laugh in the face of it? Because they, too, are
our siblings. They are children of GOD! An example that I have
often told before: I once had the experience that such a tramp, a
down-and-out vagabond that is, came up to me, in ragged clothes,
stinking, an awful smell! Maybe he had not had a shower in at
least two, three years any more, and, to top it all off, he was drunk,
drool dribbled down, his nose was running
I wanted to turn
away. But my usual response is this: when something is coming
my way which makes me think that it is more than I can handle,
I gaze upwards: Look! And the Heavenly FATHER said to me:
Please, for Me, because he, too, is My child, I am so very desirous to also have him with Me one day. Lead him to Me! And my
answer was not: Yes, but: I can only do this for Your sake!

GODs Love in Nature

Sex Scientists in America

GOD made everything. He who does not believe so, believes something truly impossible: a nothingness creates something out of nothing. Since when is that possible? Just think about the billions of various flowers! Each has a different fragrance. The nothingness is supposed to have created it? This unbelievably vast number of different
little animals! The one needs four legs, the other one needs six legs
or eight. Everything must be well thought out. Do the birds really just
seem to have come from nothingness into existence? We very much
love to hear the twittering of birds. Certain little birds have a fantastic
song, which feels so good if you still have an eye, an ear, and a heart
for it. GOD put a lot more into this warbling. It actually means something quite different because the bird says: Keep out, this is my territory! But it sounds wonderful. You must admit, that can only be
love. And GOD is love, absolute love, but also righteousness.

One of the most famous and most influential scientists in modern
history carried out experiments on hundreds of children and even babies and had these carried out, including rape! Fathers were urged
and paid to do so by the famous professor. They had to use a stopwatch during the act in order to see how long it takes, how long the
child is still holding out or
sex scientist Kinsey. It seems too unbelievable to be true, and yet it is completely documented. Now an older
survivor of this horror has emerged to tell her story. She confirms that
her father and grandfather were paid by Kinsey, and they were well
aware of what was done to her. The victim describes how her father
used a stopwatch while he sexually abused her, filmed some of the
acts and sent those films to Kinsey  the great sex scientist of America.
She also testifies that Kinsey wrote out a cheque to her grandfather.
Dr. Judith A. Reisman describes in her book Sexual Sabotage how
one mad scientist unleashed a plague of corruption and contagion
on America. And as usual, when in America something is big, it also
passes on to Europe. They want to destroy the children with early sex
education and gender theory. Many children are even falling ill when
their sex drive was aroused prematurely. Such a society can be more
easily manipulated.

America Wants War
Maybe some of you thought: Today the Sword-Bishop will say: It is
high time to call the Archangel Michael that he may fight for the
Church! No, things must get even worse, although it is already quite
bad. America would like to be ruler of the world. America would like
to either own or destroy Europe. Why? America now wants to get
Russia and Germany to start a war against each other, because they
fear this power. It was seen during the Hitler era what the Germans
achieved, how they occupied so many countries very quickly. That is
what the Americans fear, that is why they wreck the character of the
Germans, also, of course, of us, the Swiss people, of all. And this can
be done with nothing better than sex, because anyone who simply
gives away sex in an empty manner or indulges in masturbation and
all that, will become a slave of their own body. You are no longer the
master of your own self; no longer is your spirit ruling, but your sex
drive! Whereas one could so well reverse the polarity of the sex drive,
use it for good causes.

I do not believe, if GOD simply forgives everything now, that the people will be converted and become good. Impossible! Mankind on the
whole  it is not what I want, but unfortunately, there is no other way
 must first learn how to tremble. They must learn again that there
is yet something greater, after all, than what there is on earth, that
they call out for help. It is no pleasure for me to talk about such things,
I would rather do education of the heart.

In St. Michael Comes a Supreme Power
The incredible love and greatness of this most powerful Angel who
stands before GODs throne, always directly near GOD, has to stand

